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Get a jump start with our FREE GIFTS when you purchase the book: * OutSmart Cancer Healthy
Living Shopping List * 12 Imperial Herbs for Longevity and Rejuvenation What you need to do: 1.
Buy the book 2. Send your Ebook Tops Receipt to us at: Bonus@32WaysBook.com 3. We will
send you a link for Instant Access to your FREE GIFTS 32 Ways To OutSmart Cancer: Create a
Body in which Cancer Cannot Thrive is the definitive step-by-step easy to follow road map for a
cancer free life. Get access to the same time-tested recommendations Dr. Chilkov has made
available only to her exclusive celebrity patients for over 30 years. This transformational guide is
for people living with and recovering from cancer and those who do not want to get cancer in the
first place. Learn how to turn on your cancer fighting genes so that you can live long and live
well! Dr. Nalini’s OutSmart Cancer Plans are recognized as the most comprehensive, science-
based, safe, natural programs for supporting people whose lives have been touched by cancer,
and those who do not want to get cancer in the first place, to create health and longevity and a
body in which cancer cannot thrive. Dr. Chilkov is the go-to doctor for many Hollywood
Celebrities, VIPs and government leaders. She is listed as a go-to clinician in Suzanne Somers’
book, "Doctors Who Are Curing Cancer and How to Prevent Getting It in the First Place", and
has appeared as a health expert on NBC TV Access Hollywood. She has been recognized by
WebMD and Dr. Mehmet Oz’s sharecare.com as one of the Top Ten Online Influencers in Breast
Cancer, and is a widely read health and wellness expert for the prestigious Huffington Post. Dr.
Chilkov is a leading edge authority and the Founder of IntegrativeCancerAnswers.com, an
online resource for people whose lives have been touched by cancer. Her private practice is
located in Santa Monica, California.
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Regina Chouza, “Easy to read and so helpful at the same time!. I'm really enjoying Dr Nalini's
book. The past year I've been volunteering as a "listener" and a reiki practitioner with cancer
patients. When it comes to meditation, relaxation techniques and other coping mechanisms I
know how to answer. Nutrition and other lifestyle changes not so much. 32 Ways to Outsmart
Cancer gives us a lot of helpful tools that we can use in our daily lives to make our body less
vulnerable. The tips Dr Nalini gives come across as common sense when you think about them.
Easy to buy into =)Some of the tips also coincide with the training we received at MacMillan
Cancer Support before starting our volunteer work: namely that cutting red meats, exercising
more often and maintaining a healthy weight are great measures for prevention. If you ask the
World Health Organization, 1/3rd of cancer cases world wide are due to lifestyle, diet and
exercise included.As a fellow author, I appreciate the amount of thought that went into making
this so easy to understand, too.”

Hyla Cass M. D, “Can You Cancer-Proof Your Body?. Nalini is a brilliant practitioner and truly
understands how to support the body to both prevent cancer and help heal the underlying terrain
so that cancer patients have a real chance for survival. Rather than using weedkiller on the
garden of your body, she shows you how to tend it naturally, and prevent the weeds from
growing back.”

Josephine Gross, Ph.D., “Keep this book handy and reread it often .... Just read the book in one
sitting and gifted it to 5 friends.Wellness expert Dr. Nalini Chilkov provides easy, practical, and
joyous actions we can take to help prevent cancer in ourselves and loves ones...Sound and
practical advise we all can follow, just need to remind ourselves. Beat the odds of 1 out of
3 ...Keep this book handy and reread it often!”

Yael Cohen, Get IEP Help, “Read This Book While You're Still Healthy. In a world where so many
of us now get cancer, a how-to book on how to avoid cancer is most helpful. From everything
I've researched, integrative medicine -- looking at how the body functions without just covering
up symptoms as does much of our Western medical model -- is the way to go. Though
comprehensive and full of ideas, Dr Chilkov's book is an easy read, and easy to skim as you're
putting the information into effect. Well worth getting 32 Ways -- and then putting her
recommendations into effect.”

Alexandra M. Jamieson, “Prevention, cure and hope in one book. Profound lessons with do-able
recommendations from a doctor who knows her stuff!I've lost too many people to cancer, and
this book is a beautiful guide that I recommend everyone reads.”

R. Day, “Bought 3 copies to give to friends and family. Good sound approach for healthful living,



AVOIDING cancer, and recovering from it.”

Flynn, “Outsmart Cancer. I’m impressed with this book. It’s concise and packed full of
information and good advice. I recommend to people who want to out smart cancer or to those
who have a diagnosis.32 chapters so you can work through at your own pace to bring changes
in your lifestyle.”

Pam Murphy, “A Guide for Cancer-Prevention and Management- Dr. Pamela Murphy. This 21st-
century guide to cancer care is simple, yet comprehensive in its information. Readers will find
easy to follow steps that answer some of the questions so many of us have about cancer
management and prevention. Several of my patients will benefit from this book. This
groundbreaking work by Dr. Nalini Chilkov presents the most current information on cancer,
health and nutrition available. Decades of practical experience and scientific research are
compiled into one user friendly guide for the lay person and practitioners alike. A must read for
everyone!”

Larry Steel, “Great book. Good book”

The book by Dr. Nalini Chilkov LAc OMD has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 83 people have provided
feedback.
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